WOODSIDE HIGH SCHOOL

TASK GRID 6: YEAR 8
WHAT TO STUDY AT HOME?
Using your school timetable as a guide, work through the tasks outlined below. Use the ‘how to study at home’
sheet to help you plan your time and approach to self study.

SUBJECT
ENGLISH
These tasks should
take: 2 lessons per
memo

TASK
Scheme: Media and Advertisement
Week 1: Your first week will be planning an advertisement campaign. You will need to select one of the items below
and to advertise to people in different settings including TV, bus stops, posters, magazines, social media etc.
ITEMS (select 1 only): new brand of trainers, new brand of lipstick, new brand of chocolate, new brand of shampoo.
Follow the memo’s below. Each Memo should take you 2 lessons.
Memo

1

Right, it’s time to start earning your wages. You know the type of product you’re working on for the new
season. It’s totally new, and I believe you have some ideas already so get cracking! Think future, think young,
think trendy. We’ve only got a couple of weeks left to make this product big.

What I want from you is:
·

A brand name - make this snappy!

·

A brilliant set of product designs - more exciting than anything anyone else has produced.

·

A logo for the product - make it stand out!

·
A 200 word description of the product - adjectives, adjectives, adjectives! You need to explain why this
thing is the biggest new product of the millennium. Persuade me to buy it!
·
A 200 word description of who is going to buy this product. I want to know who they are, how old they
are, what they like, what they don’t like… I want to know your target audience inside out.

MEMO 2
It’s time to get creative! The product development team have done a fantastic job in creating a new product.
You have your brand name, product design and audience description - now it’s time to sell it! Get yourselves in
gear and earn me some money!
What I want from you is:
·
An advertising schedule: A list of all the places you are going to put your advertising. I want specific
details - which magazines? Which TV channels and programmes? Which newspapers? Which bus stops?
·

A slogan: make this catchy! People need to remember it!
·

A design for a magazine advert. Good image and colour and creative language please.

·
A storyboard for a TV advert. We’ve only got enough money for a two minute slot, so make it count.
Think exotic, exciting, entertaining!

MEMO 3:
You’re nearly there! You’ve got the product designs and the advertising ideas - you’re nearly ready to present
all these to the other advertising teams.

What you still need to do is:
·
Check that everyone in the team is happy with all the designs and descriptions, and that there are no
mistakes in the writing.
·
Write all your designs and descriptions out in neat and arrange them into a fabulous, eye-catching design
on sugar paper. Don’t forget a title, with the product name. Make sure they look good - the better they look,
the more likely your client is to go for your advertising ideas.
·
You should already have a TV advert storyboard - go through this again and make sure that you improve
on any ideas you have.

MATHS
These tasks should
take you:

Lesson 1:
Retrieval Practice- Flashback 4
Copy and complete each question and write out an explanation of the key word, check that you can
say and spell it correctly.

40-60 minutes per
lesson

Topic: Multiply out a single bracket.
● Write a summary of what you know about brackets in your book.
● List examples of using brackets in everyday life or other subjects.
Copy and complete the following:

Read, copy and understand the following:

There are two methods that you could use to expand brackets.
Example 1:
Method 1:

Method 2:

Example 2:
Method 1:

Method 2:

In each of the examples: explain the method to get to the answer (in your exercise books)

Complete the following questions in your book.

Answer the following True/False question- explain your thinking and reasons.

Extension Task:

Now create a set of your own True or False questions- make a set of cards/ a puzzle/ chatterbox etc
Video link: https://vimeo.com/490424538
Worksheet link:
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Y8-Spring-Block-1-WO3-Multiply-out-a-si
ngle-bracket-2019.pdf

Lesson 2:
Retrieval Practice- Flashback 4
Copy and complete each question and write out an explanation of the key word, check that you can
say and spell it correctly.

Topic: Factorising into a single bracket.
● Write a summary of what you know about brackets in your book.
● List examples of using brackets in everyday life or other subjects.

Copy and complete the following:

Read, copy and understand the following:
Example 1:

What are the factors of 18 and 15

Example 2:

What are the factors of 9 and 12

In each of the examples: explain the method to get to the answer (in your exercise books)

Complete the following questions in your book.

Answer the following True/False question- explain your thinking and reasons.

Extension Task 1:

Extension Task 2:

Now create a set of your own True or False questions- make a set of cards/ a puzzle/ chatterbox etc
Video link: https://vimeo.com/490897953
Worksheet link:
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Y8-Spring-Block-1-WO4-Factorise-into-asingle-bracket-2019.pdf

Lesson 3:
Retrieval Practice- Flashback 4

Copy and complete each question and write out an explanation of the key word, check that you can
say and spell it correctly.

Topic: Expand multiple single brackets and simplify.
● Write a summary of what you know about brackets in your book.
● List examples of using brackets in everyday life or other subjects.
Copy and complete the following:

Read, copy and understand the following:
Example 1:

Example 2:

Example 3:

In each of the examples: explain the method to get to the answer (in your exercise books)
Complete the following questions in your book.

Answer the following True/False question- explain your thinking and reasons.

Extension task

Now create a set of your own True or False questions- make a set of cards/ a puzzle/ chatterbox etc
Video link: https://vimeo.com/490661257
Worksheet link:
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Y8-Spring-Block-1-WO5-Expand-multiplesingle-brackets-and-simplify-2019.pdf

Lesson 4:
Retrieval Practice- Flashback 4

Copy and complete each question and write out an explanation of the key word, check that you can
say and spell it correctly.

Topic: Expand a pair of binomials.
● Write a summary of what you know about double brackets in your book.
● List examples of using double brackets in everyday life or other subjects.
Copy and complete the following:

Read, copy and understand the following:
Example 1:

Example 2:

Example 3:

In each of the examples: explain the method to get to the answer (in your exercise books)
Complete the following questions in your book.

Answer the following True/False question- explain your thinking and reasons.

Extension task 1:

Extension task 2:

Now create a set of your own True or False questions- make a set of cards/ a puzzle/
chatterbox etc
Video link: https://vimeo.com/491562906
Worksheet link:
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Y8-Spring-Block-1-WO6Expand-a-pair-of-binomials-H-2019.pdf

Lesson 5:
Retrieval Practice- Flashback 4
Copy and complete each question and write out an explanation of the key word, check that you can
say and spell it correctly.

Topic: Solve equations, including with brackets.
● Write a summary of what you know about brackets in your book.
● List examples of using brackets in everyday life or other subjects.
Copy and complete the following:

Read, copy and understand the following:
Example 1:

Example 2:

Example 3:

Example 4:

Example 5:

In each of the examples: explain the method to get to the answer (in your exercise books)
Complete the following questions in your book.

Answer the following True/False question- explain your thinking and reasons.

Extension task 1:

Extension task 2:

Now create a set of your own True or False questions- make a set of cards/ a puzzle/
chatterbox etc
Video link: https://vimeo.com/491562951
Worksheet link:
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Y8-Spring-Block-1-WO7Solve-equations-including-with-brackets-2019.pdf

Lesson 6:
Retrieval Practice- Flashback 4
Copy and complete each question and write out an explanation of the key word, check that you can
say and spell it correctly.

Topic: Form and solve equations with brackets.
Write a summary of what you know about brackets in your book.
● List examples of using brackets in everyday life or other subjects.
●

Copy and complete the following:

Read, copy and understand the following:
Example 1:

Example 2:

In each of the examples: explain the method to get to the answer (in your exercise books)

Complete the following questions in your book.

Answer the following True/False question- explain your thinking and reasons.

Extension task 1:

Extension task 2:

Now create a set of your own True or False questions- make a set of cards/ a puzzle/ chatterbox etc
Video link: https://vimeo.com/491562998
Worksheet link:
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Y8-Spring-Block-1-WO8-Form-a
nd-solve-equations-with-brackets-2019.pdf
Lesson 7:
Retrieval Practice- Flashback 4
Copy and complete each question and write out an explanation of the key word, check that you can
say and spell it correctly.

Topic: Understand and solve simple inequalities.
● Write a summary of what you know about brackets in your book.
● List examples of using brackets in everyday life or other subjects.
Copy and complete the following:

Read, copy and understand the following:

Example 1:

Example 2:

Example 3:

Example 4:

In each of the examples: explain the method to get to the answer (in your exercise books)
Complete the following questions in your book.

Answer the following True/False question- explain your thinking and reasons.

Extension task 1:

Extension task 2:

Now create a set of your own True or False questions- make a set of cards/ a puzzle/ chatterbox etc
Video link: https://vimeo.com/492153004
Worksheet
link:https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Y8-Spring-Block-1-WO9-Un
derstand-and-solve-simple-inequalities-2019.pdf

SCIENCE

Task 1

These tasks should
take you:

Make a Newton Disc. To do this you need to cut out a circle either paper or card (part of a cereal box works great!)
and colour it in so it has different sections for each of the colours of the rainbow.

Each task should
take approximately 1
hour

Place a string, elastic band, shoelace through the middle of the wheel. Now spin the wheel quickly. What do you
notice? Why do you think this is the case? Bonus points if you can take a video and send it to your teacher!
Task 2
Scientists need to be able to measure the temperature of different objects. To do this we use temperature scales like
the celsius and kelvin scales. These two scales are equivalent 0K is the same as -273∘C. To convert from celsius to
kelvin you add 273. Look around your home for any objects that have temperatures written on them (like a cooker)
and convert them from celsius to kelvin

Task 3
NASA plans to send astronauts back to the Moon by 2030 at the latest. Astronauts have to spend many years training
before they are allowed to fly.
Write a diary entry for an astronaut who is visiting the Moon. You could even film your entry and send it to your
teacher!
Task 4
Gravity, mass and weight – You can calculate the weight of an object by using the following formula:

Weight = mass x gravitational strength. On Earth the gravitational strength is 10N/kg. Different planets have
different gravitational strengths. Copy and complete the table by calculating the weight of a 25kg object on the
different planets.

Mercury - 3N/kg
Venus - 9N/kg
Earth - 10N/kg
Mars - 4N/kg
Jupiter - 20N/kg
Saturn - 12N/kg
Uranus - 11N/kg
Neptune - 11N/kg
When you have completed your calculations you should try to explain why the gravitational strength of the planets
varies.
Task 5
Zero G – Astronauts in space have to deal with low gravity. This is why they are weightless. Here on Earth gravity
helps to keep our bones and muscles strong, but in space there is no gravity for our bodies to work against.
Astronauts need to exercise for at least 2 hours every day and eat a diet which has plenty of calcium. Your task is to
design a diet and exercise plan for an astronaut who is visiting the International Space Station (ISS). You need to
include three meals in a day (think carefully about which foods contain plenty of calcium) and two hours of exercise
per day.
Task 6
Home astronomy – Your task is to make a Moon diary, your Moon diary will cover a period of 30 days from when you
start it. Each evening you should record what the Moon looks like by drawing a diagram, what the weather that

evening is like and also what time you observed the Moon. Although there may be some days when you won’t be
able to see the Moon you should start to see a pattern in your observations.

GEOGRAPHY
These tasks should
take you:

Lesson 5 - Volcano Case Study: Mount Eyjafjallajökull
Today you are going to be learning about a famous volcanic eruption that occurred when you were very young! The eruption
of Mount Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland, in 2010.

Task: Study the two maps above. You are going to use them to write a description of Iceland’s location. Include:
-

The continent Iceland is in
The surrounding ocean
The name of the two tectonic plates
The type of plate boundary
The direction the plates move
The rate of movement
The name of the feature created here

Sentence starters:

- Iceland is located in the _____________ Ocean
- The name of the two tectonic plates in Iceland are _____________ and the ______________. The ____________
plate is moving to the ____________ and the _____________ plate is moving to the _____________
- This is a _________________ plate margin.
- The plates are moving ___________ cm a year and have created the __________ ridge.

Task: Read the fact-file above.
Now, look at the photos below. These show different impacts of the Icelandic Volcano. Try and name as many of these
impacts as you can, as a list in your books.

The impacts of this eruption were felt all across Europe, and parts of North America. Despite this eruption being from a
shield volcano, which normally have less dramatic eruptions, this eruption was huge. This is because the lava reacted with
the ice that covered the volcano to create massive clouds of steam and ash.
Task: Read through the local and global impacts of the eruption below and sort them into (they may fit in more than one
category):
·Social impacts (related to people) - So
·Economic impacts (related to money) - Ec
·Environmental impacts (related to the environment) – Env
Once you have done this, pick which you think was the most significant local impact, and global impact and explain why you
think this using the sentence starters.

Sentence Starters:

Overall, I think the most severe local impact of Mount Eyjafjallajokull was ………
Overall, I think the most severe global impact of Mount Eyjafjallajokull was ………

This is because…..
This is because…..

Lesson 6 - What are super-eruptions?
In this lesson we are thinking about what makes some eruptions especially large. Very large volcanic eruptions are known
as ‘super eruptions’.
The map below shows the location of some of the largest volcanoes across the world. Study the map and:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name 3 continents which have a very large volcano
Name 2 countries which have a very large volcano
What do you think would happen when a ‘supervolcano’ erupts?
What do you think VEI might stand for?

Supervolcanoes are eruptions with a VEI of 8. Copy down the two definitions below:

VEI - Volcanic Explosivity Index: this measures how explosive a volcano is, for example how large the cloud of ash is, how
big it looked and the impacts. The lowest score is 0, and the highest is 8.
Supervolcano: a volcano capable of producing a VEI 8 volcanic eruption

Luckily supervolcanoes don’t erupt very often, as eruptions of their size can have terrible consequences. The last time a
volcano with a score of ‘8’ erupted was about 28,500 years ago. However, the eruption ofMount Tambora in Indonesia, in
1815, did have a VEI score of 7.
Impacts of supereruptions
Task: Read through the extract below, which tells you about what happened when Mount Tambora erupted in 1815.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Mount Tambora volcanic eruption began on April 5th, 1815 when the ground began to tremble and move slightly, and
hot lava, gas and ash began to flow down the sides of the volcano. These are known as ‘pyroclastic flows’. On April 10th
there was a sudden and massive explosion, where most of the top of the volcano was blown off. The force of the explosion
led to massive flows of boiling hot lava, ash and steam and triggered a tsunami (a massive wave, which floods the land).
10,000 people were killed and 35,000 left without a home. Trees and plants were ripped up from their roots, smoke filled
the sky and the ash travelled across the world.
Because of the large amounts of ash and steam released by the volcano, the sky above Indonesia, and much of the world
became dark and the sun was blocked out. As little heat and light could reach the earth, the average global temperature
dropped by about 3°C and it became harder to grow food for people to eat. In the months after the eruption, nearly
100,000 people were killed by diseases and a lack of food. The impacts weren’t just in Asia. In North America and Europe
in 1816 there was snow in summer, and the year was known as the “year without summer”. Many more people here died due
to hunger.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Task: Write a diary entry imagining you lived in Indonesia at the time of the eruption. Include:
-

Three named primary impacts . These are things that happened when the eruption occurred, e.g. ‘there was an
explosion, and ash filled the sky’
Three named secondary impacts. These are things that happened because of the eruption e.g. ‘many died of
hunger’

-

Include emotive language
Explain what is happening using the 5 senses (see, smell, feel, taste, hear)
Explain what happened across the world

Lesson 7 - What are Earthquakes?

Earthquakes are fascinating and shocking events. They
occur when friction builds up in earth's crust, between
tectonic plates, and is then suddenly released. This leads to
movement and violent shaking which can be very destructive.
This picture shows an example of this, the destruction
caused by a 2011 earthquake in Japan.

They occur mostly at three types of plate boundaries - destructive, collision, and conservative.

Task: Write out the definition of an earthquake in your books by completing the gap fill, using the word bank below.
An earthquake occurs where two ____________ ________ meet. They can occur when the plates are moving next to
each other, in the same or _____________ directions. This is known as a _________________ plate boundary. They
may also occur when two plates crash into each other, at either a _____________ or ____________ boundary.
Earthquakes cause violent ___________ of the ground. This can lead buildings to ____________ (fall down), homes and
____________ to be destroyed and death and __________.
Word Bank: - businesses - destructive - conservative - injury - shaking - collision - Tectonic Plates- collapse - opposite

Task: Study the map, and then write a paragraph naming two plate boundaries in the world where earthquakes may form
and how you know this. Use the success criteria and sentence starters to structure your answer.
Success Criteria:
❏ Name one conservative plate boundary
❏ Name one destructive or collision plate
boundary
❏ Say what the plates do at a conservative
boundary
❏ Say what the plates do at a destructive
or collision boundary
❏ Name a country for each boundary
chosen
Sentence starters:

One plate boundary where I think an earthquake
may form is….
This is because the boundary
here is…. Which means the plates are… This
will affect countries like....
Another plate boundary where I think an earthquake may form is….
affect countries like…`

This is because the plates here are…

This will

Task: Read the following information, and make sure you look at the labelled diagram as well.

Now complete the following tasks:

Write the key words and their definitions, above, into your books
Write the statements below out in the right order in your books -

Lesson 8 - Earthquake Case Study: Nepal Earthquake, 2015
Today we are going to be learning about a devastating earthquake which took place in Nepal, in April 2015.
Task: Using the map and the sentence starters, write a location description for Nepal. Make sure to include:
-

The continent Nepal is in
Bordering countries, using compass points e.g. ‘to the North of Nepal is…’
Nearest ocean/sea
What type of plate boundary Nepal is on (if you can remember!)

Sentence starters:

Nepal is located in the continent of…
It shares borders with….
The closest ocean to Nepal is…

to the north, and…
which is to the...

Task: Study the map below. What kind of plate boundary is Nepal on? Write two sentences naming the boundary and
explaining what this means. Make sure you use specific plate names.

On April 25th 2015 a terrible earthquake struck Nepal. It occurred because Nepal is on a collision boundary. The Eurasian
and Indian plates are crashing into one another, causing massive fold mountain ranges like the Himalayas.
The earthquake had a magnitude of 7.8 which means it was very strong. It killed 9000 people and injured many thousands
more. You are now going to learn about the different impacts of this event.
Task: Read through the different impacts below and categorise them as Social (S) - related to people
Political (P) - related to the government
Economic (Ec) - related to money/jobs
Environmental (En) - related to the natural world

The earthquake led to an
avalanche (a snowslide), on
Mount Everest

9000 people were killed

Whole villages were
flattened

Historical buildings and
monuments were destroyed

600,000 houses were
destroyed and people were
left homeless

The epicentre of the
earthquake was near to
hard to reach, rural
(countryside) areas with
few roads

The earthquake led to a
landslide which affected
the capital city, Kathmandu

The estimated cost of the
damages from the landslide
was $5-$10billion

Many tourists who were
hiking in the Himalayas were
stranded

Governments from other
countries raised over
$400million

The tourist industry in the
country was damaged as
some tourists died and many
tourist attractions were
damaged or destroyed

Flights were cancelled and
the airport damaged
meaning that there was no
running water or toilets
there

Impacts can be either primary, or secondary.
Primary impacts occur at the time of the disaster, whereas secondary impacts happen afterwards. For example, a primary
impacts may be that buildings are destroyed but a secondary impact would be that dangerous temporary housing was built
for homeless people to live in.
Task: Using the table to help you create a table in your books, with primary impacts of the Nepal earthquake in one
column and secondary impacts in the other.

Primary Impacts

Secondary Impacts

Task: You are going to decide which impact that you think was the worst overall. You will explain why you think this, using
the impact table to find evidence.
Sentence starters:

Overall, I think that the worst impact was…
I think this because…
This will lead to…
This makes this the worst impact as...

HISTORY
These tasks should
take you:

Create a fact file on the Kingdom of Benin

Background:
The kingdom of Benin began in the 900s when the Edo people settled in the rainforests of West
Africa. By the 1400s they had created a wealthy kingdom with a powerful ruler, known as the Oba.
The Obas lived in beautiful palaces decorated with shining brass. Gradually, the Obas won more land
and built up an empire. They also started trading with merchants from Europe.
For 200 years Benin was very successful, but in the 1600s the Obas started to lose control of their
people. By the 1800s Benin was no longer strong or united. The kingdom came to a sudden end in 1897,
when a British army invaded and made it part of the British Empire.
Question:
1)Why did the Obas lose power in the 1600s?
2)How do you think the Obas would feel as a result of the British invading?
3)Write a diary entry from the point of view of an Oba civilian describing your emotions and
experiences at being invaded by the British.
How did the kingdom begin?

Around the year 900 groups of Edo people began to cut down trees and make clearings in the
rainforest. At first they lived in small family groups, but gradually these groups developed into a
kingdom.
The kingdom was called Igodomigodo. It was ruled by a series of kings, known as Ogisos, which means
‘rulers of the sky’.
In the 1100s there were struggles for power and the Ogisos lost control of their kingdom.
The Edo people feared that their country would fall into chaos, so they asked their neighbour, the
King of Ife, for help. The king sent his son Prince Oranmiyan to restore peace to the Edo kingdom.
Oranmiyan chose his son Eweka to be the first Oba of Benin. Eweka was the first in a long line of
Obas, who reached the peak of their power in the 1500s.
How did Benin become an empire?
Around 1440, Ewuare became the new Oba of Benin. He built up an army and started winning land. He
also rebuilt Benin City and the royal palace.
Oba Ewuare was the first of five great warrior kings. His son Oba Ozolua was believed to have won
200 battles. He was followed by Oba Esigie who expanded his kingdom eastwards to form an empire
and won land from the Kingdom of Ife. Ozolua and Esigie both encouraged trade with the Portuguese.
They used their wealth from trade to build up a vast army.
The fourth warrior king was Oba Orhogbua. During his reign, the empire reached its largest size. It
stretched beyond the River Niger in the east and extended west as far as present-day Ghana.
Oba Ehengbuda was the last of the warrior kings. But he spent most of his reign stopping rebellions
led by local chiefs. After his death in 1601, Benin’s empire gradually shrank in size.
How did the kingdom end?
By the 1800s the Kingdom of Benin began to lose power and the Obas struggled to rule their people.
Benin was also under threat from Britain. The British wanted to gain control of Benin so they could
get rich by selling its palm oil and rubber. The Oba tried to stop all contact with Britain, but the
British insisted on their right to trade.

In 1897 a group of British officials tried to visit Benin. They were sent away because the Oba was
busy with a religious ceremony, but they decided to visit anyway. As they approached the borders of
Benin, a group of warriors drove them back and several British men were killed.
This attack made the British furious. They sent over a thousand soldiers to invade Benin. Benin City
was burnt to the ground and the kingdom of Benin became part of the British Empire.
Activities:

Question:
1)Why did the Obas lose power in the 1600s?
2)How do you think the Obas would feel as a result of the British invading?
3)Write a diary entry from the point of view of an Oba civilian describing your
emotions and experiences at being invaded by the British.
Questions:
1)Explain how the Kingdom ended
2)Give 3 ways that the end of the Benin Kingdom would effect the inhabitants of
Benin

Create a poster or a fact-file in your book on
the Kingdom of Benin.
The poster/fact-file must include the following:
1)3 key facts about the origin of Benin
2)Two key facts about the leaders of Benin and
their tactics as rulers

3)Give 3 key facts about how Benin became an
empire
4)Explain why the Benin Empire ended
5)Explain why the Benin Empire ending was a
negative outcome for the continent of Africa

ART
These tasks should
take you:
Lesson 7: Movement,
2 hours work

Lesson 8: Collage,
2 hours work

DRAMA
These tasks should
take you:

Putting on a show lesson 9 - marketing your show

Social media is a great way of marketing your show. Most people have some form of social media
and this can be a great and low cost way of reaching lots of people.
Look at the two posts from ‘Curve Theatre’s’ facebook page. What important details do they give
you about the shows they are advertising?

.

Another way you can market your show is to create a trailer. Watch the trailer below. It is for a play called
‘Teechers’. In this play, three pupils put on a show about their time at school. They use multi-role to play
other characters within the show. The lines spoken in the trailer are taken directly from the play.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-ch9F-7TZY
Can you find a trailer for the show you are putting on?

Choose ONE of the marketing tasks below to complete:
1. Create a social media post to advertise your show. You might include the use of a picture,
boomerang or short video clip to go alongside your post.
2. Create a short trailer to advertise your show. You might perform in your trailer, or you might use
some other form of animation - cartoon animation or movie maker for example.
3. Come up with your own marketing idea for your show - maybe you could write a jingle? What
creative talents do you have that I don’t know about? Show them off here!
Putting on a show Lesson 10 - Press night

Press Night!
Press nights are when theatre critics, press and bloggers are invited to watch the production and review
it, and usually celebrities are invited to this performance. This is a big night and can often make or break a
show!
The critics, press and bloggers will write a review of the show and put it out to all of their readers - if it is
positive, ticket sales will go through the roof. It is negative, the results can be disastrous for a theatre.
Celebrities tagging themselves in to the theatre on social media can also help with the shows promotion.
Often they are invited in the hope that they will do just that. The paparazzi will photograph them and this
also helps to promote the show.
Press night is a very important affair - it is glitzy, glamorous and needs to go well!
Choose one of the following ‘press night’ tasks:
1. Imagine you are a theatre critic. Write a review of the show for your publication. Remember to
include a critic of the actor’s performance. Read some of the reviews from the website ‘Opening
Night’ to get an idea of how to set your review out. https://opening-night.org/

2. Imagine you are a celebrity who attended the press night. Using the clothes from your wardrobe, put
together a smart, glamorous look suitable for such a prestigious event. Style your hair, take a selfie
and then write an instagram style tagline telling all of your fans where you are and how much you like
the show. Remember - celebs like to be noticed and are often very over the top with their fashion
choices.
3. Imagine you are part of the marketing team. Create a gift bag that you are going to give out to the
press and celebs that attend the press night. Design the bag and the gifts inside - remember, the
gifts MUST link to the show. Each gift bag can cost no more than £25 - so think carefully about what
you might include. Use the link below to research theatre merchandise that is often sold at the
theatre - maybe you could include some of these items, themed to your show, in the gift bag?
https://wickedthemusicalstore.co.uk/
PRS
These tasks should
take you: 40 - 50 per
week

Week 1
Lesson - What is mental health?

Keyword match
Task 1
●
●
●

Match up each word with the correct definition.
Then, correct the spelling mistakes in each definition.
Write out the corrected definition on a new page in your book under the heading ‘Mental Health keywords’

Extension: Use as many of the keywords as you can to write your own definition of mental health.

Read: Much in the same way that your body is supposed to work in a particular way (i.e. heart beats regularly, ears
pick up sound, stomach digests food) the way you perceive things and the thoughts in your brain are supposed to
work in a particular way too.
Read and copy into your books
Mental health refers to how well your brain processes information and how you react to different situations such as
stress or tricky relationships. A person’s mental health tends to be fairly constant but can change dramatically over
time.

Task 2 - Watch the video link below and note down three tips from the video explaining how we can cope with anxiety
and depression.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNsTy-j_sQs
Task 3 - What do you know? What do you think?
Your task is to spend 25mins drawing two pictures.
●
●

Picture 1 - draw a scenario that depicts someone with poor or bad mental health.
Picture 2 - draw a scenario that depicts someone with good or positive mental health.

Annotate both pictures to describe what is going on.

Tips:
●
●
●

Use keywords from today’s in your annotations.
Think about things you have seen, heard or spoken about.
There is no right or wrong – you will only be marked on your effort and use of correct key words.

Plenary
Think and list examples: Why might it be harder for someone to talk about a broken leg than a mental health
problem?
Contemplate:
“Everyone has mental health but not everyone has a problem with it. Mental health issues however can affect
anyone!”
Write a sentence explaining what this quote is suggesting
Week 2
Title: Mental Health & the Impact of Bullying
Do Now: Look at the following motivational posters below. Choose 2 and answer the following questions for each of
your chosen posters.
●
●
●
●

What do you think the message is?
Who do you think it is targeted towards?
Do you think the quote / statement can have a positive influence?
How does the message link to mental health?

What is bullying - Task 1
Decide whether the examples below are examples of bullying or not
●
●

Calling you names
Spreading lies about you

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Teasing you
Hitting or kicking you and causing you physical pain
Pushing or pulling you about
Taking your money or possessions
Leaving you out or excluding you
Threatening or intimidating you
Texting you horrible messages
Filming you on their mobile phones and spreading it about
Sending you horrible emails or messages on Facebook and other social networking websites.

Task 2 - Types of bullying
1. Note down these four categories
Bullying can categorised into four categories:
Physical
Verbal
Psychological / emotional
Cyber
2. Can you give an example of each type?
Ext: Do you think any of these are worse than the other?
Read the information below
People may also bully others if you are different to them. People sometimes bully other people from where they come
from or their social class. People also bully other people if they are not as intelligent as them – or if they are more
intelligent than them. Other specific types include:
HOMOPHOBIC BULLYING
Somebody may bully you if you are of a different sexual orientation to them, for example someone straight might bully
you if you are gay and call you ‘gay’ as an insult.

RACIST BULLYING
People may bully you because of the colour of your skin so would call you horrible names linked to your skin colour.
Read the information below
SIZEIST BULLYING
Someone may bully you because of your size, calling you ‘fat’ or ‘skinny’ as an insult.
SEXIST BULLYING
People bully you for being the opposite sex, calling you ‘weak’ if you are a girl for example.
Task 3 - Thinking task
●
●

What type of impact would these types of bullying have on young people?
How could these types of bullying continue into adulthood (long term impacts)?

Task 4 - What Being Bullied Actually Does To You
Watch the video and answer the questions below;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kg9myZokj_k
●
●
●
●
●

How is bullying defined in the video?
What are short term and long term impacts of bullying?
What are the Impacts of bullying on mental health?
What actions should we take to stop bullying?
What can parents do to protect their children from bullying?

You’ll need these answers for your next task
Task 5 - Create your own bullying advice poster, a poster designed to promote positive mental health - 25 mins
Success criteria
●
●

Include a bullying definition. With the definition include the different types of bullying
Include short term and long-term impacts of bullying

●
●
●
●
●

FRENCH
These tasks should
take you:
4-5 heures

Include facts on positive mental health. Including motivational quotes – you can use some from the Do Now
activity
What actions we should take to stop bullying - include tips, and advice for parents. Use the Rosalie case study
to help you with this section
Include images
Make it colourful
Use bold titles and subtitles

TASK 1: LEARN THE WHOLE VOCABULARY LIST FOR MODULE 4 AND TEST YOURSELF

TASK 2: complete quizzes on QUIZLET using the links below:
https://quizlet.com/gb/379596762/studio-2-rouge-module-4-flash-cards/
TASK 3:  read the email and say which four statements are true

TASK 4: Find the French translation of these eight sentences in the text below

TASK 5:
Imagine that you are a very rich celebrity. Write a blog (in French) about:
●
●
●

Your home
What you did last year
What you are going to this year

TASK 6: Complete the grammar task below

SPANISH
These tasks should
take you:
4-5 horas

TASK 1: LEARN THE WHOLE VOCABULARY LIST FOR MODULE 4 AND TEST YOURSELF

TASK 2: complete quizzes on QUIZLET using the links below:
https://quizlet.com/subject/te-gustaria-ir-al-cine/
https://quizlet.com/subject/donde-quedamos/
https://quizlet.com/subject/como-te-preparas/
https://quizlet.com/subject/que-vas-a-llevar/

TASK 3: Read the texts and answer the questions:

TASK 4: Read the texts and choose the correct answer:

TASK 5: Read the texts and write TRUE or FALSE:

TASK 6:

TASK 7:

TASK 8:

TASK 9:

TASK 10:

PE
These tasks should
take you:

Your homework during this quarantine is to get the Metro newsletter and read the article in
any sport that you would like. After you read the article analyse the text and write a resume
of what you have reed including the following:
I brief introduction of the sport you reed

·


·

What is the writer opinion (eg. Adam Gemili had a bad session because he did not
finish first for the second time in the role)

·

Give us your opinion (eg. I believe that Adam Gemili had a good session because he
has improve his acceleration phase by 0.005secs)





FOOD
These tasks should
take you: 2 hours

Task 1 Practical - Spring Rolls
Prep 35 mins / Cook 25 mins - 1 hour total
Ingredients
❏ 300g pack cooked rice noodles from the chiller cabinet
❏ about 400g/14oz mixed vegetables, thinly sliced and put in separate bowls, such as red peppers,
beansprouts, carrots, shredded leaf cabbage, spring onions
❏ 140g cooked prawns(optional)
❏ 100g cooked chickenor duck, shredded (optional)
❏ 2 garlic cloves,finely chopped
❏ small piece ginger,finely chopped
❏ light soy sauce
❏ Chinese five-spice powder, for sprinkling
❏ 8-10 sheets of brik or filo pastry
❏ 1 egg,beaten
❏ sesame seeds, for sprinkling if you want
For the dipping sauce
❏ 100g reduced salt and sugar ketchup
❏ 1 tbsp white wine vinegar
❏ small piece ginger,grated
❏ pinch of caster sugar
Method
STEP 1
Heat oven to 200C/180C fan/gas 6. Wash hands, put aprons on. Thinly slice the vegetables and finely chop the garlic
and ginger. Mix your noodles, vegetables, prawns and chicken/duck in a bowl. Add a bit of garlic and ginger, a dash
of soy sauce and sprinkling of five-spice to each bowl and mix everything together.
STEP 2
Push the bowl aside and lay a sheet of pastry down. Spoon the filling down one side of each sheet then with a beaten
egg brush brush around the edges of the pastry. Roll them up neatly by folding both sides over the filling, then rolling
them up.
STEP 3
Lift the spring rolls onto a baking tray, seam side down, brush with a little more egg and sprinkle with sesame seeds,
if you want. Bake the rolls for 20-25 mins or until golden.
STEP 4
While the rolls are in the oven, make the dipping sauce. Mix all the ingredients together until the sugar has dissolved.

When the spring rolls are golden and crisp, remove from the oven. Leave until cool enough to handle, enjoy them by
dipping the rolls into the sauce.

Task 2 Practical - Iced Biscuits
Prep 35 mins / Cook 20 mins - 55 mins total
Ingredients
❏ 200g unsalted butter, softened
❏ 200g golden caster sugar
❏ 1 large egg
❏ ½ tsp vanilla extractor 1 lemon, zested
❏ 400g plain flour, plus extra for dusting
To decorate
❏ 8-12 x 19g coloured icing pens, or fondant icing sugar mixed with a little water and food colouring
Method
STEP 1
Heat oven to 200C/180C fan/gas 6. Put the butter in a bowl and beat it using an electric 
whiskuntil soft and creamy.
Beat in the sugar, then the egg and vanilla or lemon, and finally the flour to make a dough. If the dough feels a bit
sticky, add a little more flour and knead it in.
STEP 2
Cut the dough into six pieces and roll out one at a time to about 5mm thickness on a floured surface. The easiest way
to do this is to roll the mixture outon a baking mat. Cut out letter and number shapes (we used 7 x 4cm cutters) and
peel away the leftover dough at the edges. Re-roll any off-cuts and repeat.
STEP 3
Transfer the whole mat or the individual biscuits to two baking sheets(transfer them to baking parchment if not using
a mat) and bake for 7-10 mins or until the edges are just brown. Leave to cool completely and repeat with the rest of
the dough. You should be able to fit about 12 on each sheet. If you are using two sheets, then the one underneath will
take a minute longer.
STEP 4
Ice the biscuits using the pens to make stripes or dots, or colour in the whole biscuit if you like. They will keep for five
days in an airtight container.

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
These tasks should
take you:

Complete the multiple choice questions below:

1. A phishing email is one which:
(a)requests a payment for goods you have not received
(b)offers you products in which you may have no interest
(c)encourages you to click on a link to a fraudulent website
(d)contains abusive and threatening language
2. If you receive an email from a well-known company, but its name is misspelt in the sender’s address, you
should:
(a)click on the link in the email to check if it’s genuine
(b)reply, pointing out the error
(c)report it as a possible phishing scam
(d)forward the email to a friend to check
3. A fraudulent email which is trying to obtain your username and password for a particular site will typically:
(a)have a heading with a logo which appears genuine
(b)address you by name
(c)offer large sums of money
(d)appear to come from a friend
4. You can tell whether a link in email will take you to a genuine website, for example belonging to a bank,
without risk, by:
(a)pointing to the link without clicking
(b)deleting the email
(c)replying to the email
(d)clicking on the link
5. Hacking is illegal under:

(a)The Data Protection Act
(b)The Computer Misuse Act
(c)Copyright Law
(d)Health and Safety Law
6. You receive a desperate plea for help from a friend who says they are stuck overseas and all their money has
been stolen. You should:
(a)reply to the email
(b)delete the email
(c)send some money
(d)forward the email to a mutual friend
7. Gaining unauthorised access to someone else’s computer files is known as:
(a)copyright infringement
(b)hacking
(c)virus attack
(d)data theft
8. You can protect yourself against spam or fraudulent emails by:
(a)using a spam filter
(b)never clicking on links that you are suspicious of
(c)being aware of different types of fraudulent email
(d)all of the above
9. Under the Computer Misuse Act, it is illegal to:
(a)look at someone else’s computer files without permission
(b)look at someone else’s computer files without permission with intent to commit further criminal offences
(c)change data on someone else’s computer files without permission
(d)all of the above

10.Hackers:
(a)will destroy your computer hardware
(b)are rarely able to steal personal data
(c)sometimes steal passwords so they can access your online account
(d)can only steal one password at a time
11.You can protect your files from unauthorised access by:
(a)only allowing your friends and family to know your passwords
(b)making frequent backups
(c)choosing a strong password and changing it regularly
(d)never using computers in a public place such as a library
12.A computer virus is a small program which:
(a)will destroy your computer hardware
(b)you may unintentionally transmit to other computers
(c)can only be transmitted via email
(d)cannot be removed from your computer
13.“Malware” is:
(a)a type of virus
(b)unwanted software installed without consent
(c)security software to detect viruses
(d)a software bug
14.Which of these is a sign of malware on your computer?
(a)You receive a fraudulent email
(b)Your browser alerts you it has blocked a pop-up window
(c)Your homepage has changed unexpectedly
(d)Your browser alerts you to update to a newer version

15.A computer virus may:
(a)overwrite your files and corrupt your data
(b)steal important information from your computer
(c)use a lot of memory and slow down your computer
(d)all of the above
16.Which of the following is true?
(a)It is easy to spot when your computer has a virus
(b)Viruses cannot be spread via email
(c)Viruses can completely destroy all the data on your computer
(d)Anti-virus software will always prevent a virus from attacking your computer
17.Which of the following is a sign of a possible malware attack?
(a)A new toolbar appears on your browser
(b)You see a lot of pop-up adverts even when you’re offline
(c)Your hard disk is working overtime but you’re not doing anything
(d)Any of the above
18.To avoid your computer being infected by malware, you should not:
(a)Download music or software from illegal sites
(b)open emails from people you don’t know
(c)open email attachments
(d)post personal details on social networking sites
19.When choosing a password you should:
(a)use something easy to remember like your pet’s name
(b)use a combination of letters and numbers that mean something to you but no one else

(c)save all your passwords in a file on your computer in case you forget one
(d)use a foreign word that will not be in an English dictionary
20.You can be confident your passwords are completely secure if:
(a)they are at least 8 characters long
(b)you change them regularly
(c)you use different passwords for all your online accounts
(d)none of the above
21.Which of the following is a “strong” password for someone named Justin Smith?
(a)JustinSmith
(b)Justin123456
(c)softcatsears
(d)ASDFGHpoiuy
22.An organisation such as a school holds personal data about you. The organisation:
(a)has to ask your permission to keep your data on their computer
(b)must delete the data when you leave
(c)must register with the Data Protection Registrar
(d)must register with the Local Authority
23.Which of the following is “personal data” which may be held about someone on the computer system of a
supermarket?
(a)Their address
(b)The amount they spent last year at the supermarket
(c)Their loyalty card number
(d)All of the above

24.The Act which specifies the rules about collecting and holding personal data is called:
(a)the Criminal Misuse Act
(b)the Data Protection Act
(c)the Personal Data Act
(d)the Health and Safety Act
25.The law states that:
(a)only government organisations can hold personal data about you
(b)personal data held by an organisation must be protected from hackers
(c)personal data must be updated at least once a year
(d)all personal data must be encrypted
26.If someone suspects that a company holds inaccurate information about them:
(a)they have a right to see what data the company holds about them
(b)they can log on any time to find out what data is held about them
(c)they can correct the data themselves
(d)they will be unable to get the data corrected
27.The law regarding holding personal data states that if a company holds personal data it must:
(a)keep the data secure
(b)keep the data accurate and up to date
(c)allow people to see what data is held about them
(d)all of the above
28.Which of the following data is considered to be “personal data” when held by a school:
(a)the school’s email address
(b)the number of pupils in the school
(c)the year that a particular pupil joined the school

(d)the average percentage a*-c grades at gcse gained by pupils last year
29.A “data harvesting tool” is:
(a)illegal software used to steal passwords
(b)software used to gather information about individuals
(c)a type of input device
(d)a type of virus
30.Organisations holding personal data are allowed to:
(a)sell the data to other organisations
(b)keep the data for ever
(c)sell the data for research purposes after removing data from which individuals can be identified
(d)none of the above
31.When you enter personal details on social networking sites you should never:
(a)enter personal details of your friends
(b)upload photographs of yourself that you would not want everyone to see
(c)enter your address
(d)enter any of the above
32.Health and Safety regulations require an employer to:
(a)plan work at a computer so there are frequent breaks
(b)provide wrist rests for keyboard use
(c)pay for glasses for employees who need them, if they spend a lot of time using a computer
(d)all of the above
33.Health and Safety regulations require an employer to:
(a)provide cup holders

(b)provide flat screens
(c)provide tiltable screens
(d)all of the above
34.A well-designed workstation:
(a)has an adjustable chair which supports the lower back
(b)has the screen above eye level
(c)has at least 10m of space per person
(d)all of the above
35.To reduce the danger of eyestrain from using a computer:
(a)the room should be well-lit, not too bright and not too dim
(b)the light should not reflect off your computer screen
(c)you should take regular breaks
(d)all of the above
36.RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury) can be caused by:
(a)moving heavy computers about frequently
(b)using a computer in almost all of your lessons
(c)using a keyboard for several hours a day
(d)sitting in the same position for too long
37.Employers who ignore Health and Safety rules regarding computer use may:
(a)at worst, have to pay a fine
(b)at worst, face a prison sentence
(c)have their company closed down
(d)have their computer equipment confiscated
38.When disposing of an old computer, to protect your personal information it is sufficient to:
(a)delete all the files on your computer
(b)empty the recycle bin

(c)reformat the hard drive
(d)none of the above
39.When disposing of an old computer:
(a)It should be incinerated to ensure that sensitive data is destroyed
(b)It should be taken to a recycling centre
(c)It should be taken to a landfill site
(d)It should be taken apart and the outer casing recycled, the rest put in the bin
40.A data recovery program can:
(a)recover files that you have deleted from your hard drive
(b)recover files even if you have reformatted your hard drive
(c)recover emails that you have sent
(d)all of the above

Music
These tasks should
take you:

Title: Computer

and Video Game

Task 1: Copy into your Music Book:

Starter:
Can you identify the following games?

CHIPTUNES or 8-BIT MUSIC
This is a simple melody that has an electronic sound. The sound chips were made for programmable sound generators (PSG)
for the 1980 consoles and arcade machines.

SYNTHESISER:  electronic musical instruments that generates audio sounds.

SAMPLING: synthetic sounding voices and effects were used to create realistic features within the game.
Motif: describes the character in the computer game
Music within a computer or video game is often used for CUES (knowing when a significant event was about to occur). Video
game music is often heard over a game’s title screen called the GROUND THEME. The Video Games used synthesized sounds
to help INCREASE Excitement, tension and suspense in a game.

Task 2:
Draw the character Super Mario and find out who invented the game and the date it was invented.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-NBcP0YUQI
Task 3: Design a poster launching a new game that he is featured in.

Task 4: Using BEEPBOX create your own computer game CHIPTUNE -https://www.beepbox.co/

Task 5: Create your own CHARACTER for a new game using the website PISKEL or draw it into your music book.

https://www.piskelapp.com/

